## Daytona International Speedway 2020
### NASCAR Cup Series
### ARCA Menards Series
### Event Schedule

#### Wednesday, February 5
- **4:00 PM - 6:00 PM** AMS CREDENTIALS OPEN
- **4:00 PM** AMS HAULERS ENTER (PARKING ONLY)

#### Thursday, February 6
- **7:00 AM** AMS CREDENTIALS OPEN
- **7:00 AM** AMS GARAGE OPEN
- **8:00 AM - 12:00 PM** AMS RIDE-ALONG PROGRAM (DAYTONA INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY)
- **1:00 PM** AMS BROADCASTING SET-UP
- **8:00 PM - 10:00 PM** NCS HAULERS ENTER (EQUIPMENT UNLOAD)

#### Friday, February 7
- **8:00 AM** AMS CREDENTIALS OPEN
- **8:00 AM** AMS GARAGE OPEN
- **11:00 AM** AMS ROOKIE MEETING
- **11:30 AM** AMS DRIVER / SPOTTER MEETING
- **12:00 PM - 4:00 PM** AMS TRACK SERVICES MEETING (DRIVERS MEETING ROOM)
- **12:00 PM - 12:45 PM** NCS GARAGE CREDENTIALS OPEN
- **1:00 PM** AMS ROOKIE TRACK RIDE
- **1:30 PM** AMS PRACTICE
- **2:30 PM - 3:00 PM** TV TELEVISION EXHIBITION RUNS
- **3:00 PM - 4:00 PM** AMS FINAL PRACTICE

#### Saturday, February 8
- **7:00 AM** AMS CREDENTIALS OPEN
- **7:30 AM** AMS GARAGE OPEN
- **7:30 AM - 4:00 PM** AMS TRACK LAPS (DAYTONA INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY)
- **8:00 AM - 9:00 AM** NCS SPOTTERS MEETING (MEDIA CENTER)
- **8:30 AM - 7:00 PM** NCS GARAGE OPEN
- **9:30 AM** NCS DRIVERS MEETING
- **10:00 AM** NCS TRACK SERVICES MEETING (DRIVERS MEETING ROOM)
- **10:30 AM** NCS ROOKIE MEETING & RANDOM DRAWING
- **11:00 AM - 4:30 PM** NCS **HOT PASS IN EFFECT**
- **11:30 AM** NCS **HOT PASS IN EFFECT**
- **11:30 AM - 11:15 AM** NCS RACE (80 LAPS, 200 MILES)
- **12:00 PM - 5:00 PM** NCS **HOT PASS IN EFFECT**
- **12:30 PM** NCS QUALIFYING IMPOUND (SINGLE VEHICLE / ONE LAP ALL POSITIONS)
- **2:30 PM** NCS DRIVER INTRODUCTIONS
- **3:00 PM** NCS RACE (75 LAPS, 187.5 MILES)

#### Sunday, February 9
- **7:30 AM - 3:00 PM** NCS RANDOM DRAWING FOR STARTING POSITION (FAN ZONE) & DRAWING FOR PIT

---

*11/18/2019 (EASTERN) Eastern Standard Time*

*When vehicles are not moving, properly credentialed and accompanied Minors are welcomed in the NASCAR Garage.*